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ABSTRACT
Casino Attributes Affecting Las Vegas Locals Market
Slot Players

by
Sun Young Yi

Dr. James Busser, Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Tourism and Convention
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

Las Vegas residents have a wide variety o f options o f where to gamble.
Accordingly, reasons for selecting a particular casino varies from convenient location
to the leisure package that casinos provide. The Las Vegas locals market features
different characteristics from the tourists market. It caters to the people who live and
work in the area and has strong repeat customers. With a high gaming propensity the
game played most often among the residents who gambled at least occasionally was
slot machines and video poker (LVCVA, 2005). Given the size and repatronage o f the
local slot market, it is important to know which casino attributes affect the behavior
variables of the local slot players. The purpose o f this study is I) to identify a
parsimonious subset o f casino attributes, and 2) to examine how these attributes are
related to the behavior variables o f the slot players. The results o f this study may assist
casino managers to understand and target local slot players more effectively by
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providing important casino attributes affecting the repatonage intentions and
willingness to recommend o f the local slot players.

Key Words: Las Vegas, residents, locals market, slot players, casino attributes,
repatronage intentions, willingness to recommend
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The Locals Market in Las Vegas
The Las Vegas locals market features different characteristics from the tourists
market. It caters to the people who live and work in the area and has strong repeat
customers. Shoemaker and Zemke (2005) noted that the locals are an emerging market
segment for casino gambling and defined the locals market as “local area residents who
participate in legalized gambling, as opposed to tourists who visit the area to partake in
gambling activities ”(p. 379). They also pointed out that Las Vegas has one o f the
strongest growing local resident markets compared to other cities such as Chicago,
Detroit, New Orleans, and St. Louis. Shinnar, Young and Corsun (2004) recognized local
gamblers as an important market segment for casino marketers providing a reliable
source o f revenue during slow periods. In Las Vegas, some casinos categorize themselves
as primarily locals casinos and rely heavily on the locals market.
The Gaming Propensity o f Las Vegas locals
The Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority (LVCVA) tracks local resident
behaviors on a biennial basis. Though it is not conducted for academic purposes, the
LVCVA provides wide information regarding gaming behavior o f the Las Vegas locals
market. LVCVA (2005) reported that gambling continues to be highly ranked among the
leisure activities in which Clark County residents participated. It came in second as a
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“most often” participated activity and “favorite” leisure activity. The study also noted
that about seven in ten residents (70%) gambled at least occasionally (i.e. local gamblers)
and 43% o f the local gamblers gambled at least once a week. Similarly, Shinnar et al.
(2004) showed that 61% o f local residents participated in legalized gambling at least
twice a year or more. In addition, a Goldman Sachs survey revealed that 73 % of Las
Vegas residents visited a casino at least once a month and 39 % visited a casino weekly
(Smith, 2004).
The Gaming Market Share o f Las Vegas locals
Las Vegas residents have a wide variety o f options o f where to gamble, from the
world renowned mega-resort casino hotels on the strip to convenience stores, grocery
stores and gas stations. The LVCVA (2005) and Shinnar et al. (2004) divided the Las
Vegas casino market into 4 locations: the strip corridor, downtown, boulder strip and
other locales. The strip corridor is the most famous area, where the world famous casino
mega resorts are located along Las Vegas Boulevard. Downtown, located north of the
strip corridor, is also tourist-oriented, but is comprised o f older and more modest hotel
casinos. The boulder strip consists o f Boulder Highway, to the east o f the strip, that runs
through several cities and county areas where many o f the so-called locals casinos are
located. Locals casinos can also be found in otber locales throughout Las Vegas, North
Las Vegas, and Henderson.
Shinnar et al. (2004) also reported that most residents (57%) had a particular
casino where they played more frequently. Most o f their favorite casinos for gambling
were located on the boulder strip or other locales (81%) as opposed to tourists who
frequented the strip corridor or downtown area. The LVCVA (2005) study reported
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consistent findings indicating that the majority of local gamblers played most often at
casinos located on off-strip areas such as the boulder strip (22%), or other locales such as
Summerlin and North Las Vegas (41%), while 22% preferred to gamble on the strip
corridor, and 3% gambled in downtown casinos.

Importance o f Slot Market
Slot machines constitute a substantial part o f the gaming floor in most casinos.
According to the Nevada Gaming Almanac, 68% o f the casino area in the MGM Grand
was a slot area. Also, 67% in the Bellagio and the Mandalay Bay, 70% in the Mirage, and
51% o f Caesars Palace was used as a slot area (Casino City Press, 2003). This percentage
o f the floor for slot machines is generally higher in casinos that cater mainly to the locals
market in Las Vegas. For example, ranged from 71% o f the Texas Station casino, 87% of
the Fiesta Henderson was used as a slot area (Casino City Press). Slot machines play an
important role in casinos based on revenue per square foot. Kilby, Fox and Lucas (2005)
stressed the importance o f slot machines due to their high profit margins.
Slot machines generate a substantial percentage o f the total gaming revenue
across all major U.S. gaming markets. The Nevada Gaming Control Board (2005)
reported that the total slot revenue accounted for 67% o f total gaming revenue in 2004.
Iowa, Illinois and Indiana derived 88%, 86% and 83%, respectively, o f their total gaming
revenue from slot machines in 2004 (Iowa Racing & Gaming Commission, 2004; Illinois
Gaming Board, 2004; Indiana Gaming Commission, 2004). HarrahN survey (2004)
“Profile of the America Casino Gambler,” also illustrates the importance o f the slot
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market. Harrah’s reported that the games played most often 75% by casino patrons were
slot machines and video poker.
In Las Vegas, the games played most often 70% among residents who gambled at
least occasionally were also slot machines and video poker (LVCVA, 2005). This
gambling behavior has boosted the slot revenue in locals market. According to Nevada
Gaming Almanac the majority o f casino revenue in Clark County properties (84%),
boulder strip properties (86%) and Laughlin's properties (84%) came from slot revenue.
This percentage o f slot revenue was much higher than that o f Las Vegas strip properties,
where 53% of casino revenue was derived from slots (Casino City Press, 2003). The
LVCVA estimated that locals spend $3.26 billion per year in Las Vegas on gambling.

Importance o f the Casino Attributes
Casinos can attract and retain customers through a variety o f methods. This can be
accomplished through promotions, easy access to the property, friendly atmosphere,
value-oriented gaming products and a wide variety o f non-gaming amenities. People
consider different reasons when they choose one casino over another. Given the size and
repatronage o f the local slot market, it is important to know what casino attributes are
important to residents in deciding to return. These attributes also can affect the
willingness to recommend the casino to others. Many studies have been completed
regarding tbe important attributes or determinants for repeat customers in the hospitality
industry as well as the gaming industry. However, there is little information that has
focused exclusively on the casino attributes that affect local slot players in Las Vegas.
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Purpose o f the Study
The purpose of this study is to identify the casino attributes that affect the
behavior of Las Vegas local gamblers (specifically, slot players). The main objectives of
this study are: 1) to identify a parsimonious subset o f casino attributes, and 2) to examine
how these attributes are related to repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend.
Research addressing casino attributes affecting gamblers is reviewed. Based on the
literature review hypotheses are advanced to explore the casino attributes impacting
repatomage intentions and willingness to recommend.
The results o f this study can assist casino managers to understand and target
locals (i.e. slot customers) more effectively by providing the important casino attributes.
Considering the expansion o f the Las Vegas locals market, combined with the
contribution of slot revenue to the total casino revenue, the casino attributes o f slot
players deserve a great deal o f attention. In addition, the results o f this study can expand
the academic opportunities for further research.

Organization o f the Study
This study is structured in the following manner. Chapter 1 provides the overview
of the Las Vegas locals casino market and the particular importance o f the slot market.
This chapter also includes the purpose o f the study and definitions o f terms. Chapter 2
provides a literature review to address the extended and specific casino attributes that
affect the behavior o f gamblers. The research hypotheses o f the study are also presented.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology o f the study, followed by a discussion o f sampling,
survey instrument development, and data collection procedures. This chapter also
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discusses the treatment o f the data. Chapter 4 provides the results o f data screening
procedures and the analysis of statistics. This chapter concludes by summarizing the
results of the hypothesis tests. Chapter 5 includes a summary o f the important findings, a
discussion o f the managerial implications, limitations o f the study and recommendations
for future research.

Definitions
1.

Locals. Any casino customer who is a Nevada resident. “Local area residents

who participate in legalized gambling (i.e., repeaters), as opposed to tourists who visit
the area to partake in gambling activities” (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005).
2.

Slot plaver. “Any casino customer that responded in the affirmative to the

screening question employed in the intercept survey: When you gamble, do you play slot
machines at least 50% o f the time?” (Lucas, 2003).
3.

Slot machines or slots. Any licensed, coin operated gaming device including

video poker machines, video keno machines, multi-game slot machines and reel slot
machines (Lucas, 2003).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
In this chapter, many relevant studies are presented that identify influential
attributes affecting gamblers in their casino repatronage intentions and willingness to
recommend. The selection of explanatory variables is based on several resources. First,
four studies that specifically examined the attributes or determinants that are important in
visiting casinos are presented. These four studies reported research from different
jurisdictions including Illinois, Mississippi, Michigan, Arizona, Indiana and Las Vegas
(Turco & Riley, 1996; Richard & Adrian, 1996; Pfaffenberg & Costello, 2001;
Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005). Though not all the samples of patrons for the studies were
confined to local residents, the results added insight about the important attributes in
casino repatronage intentions. Second, the literature focusing on customer satisfaction
and retention in the hospitality and gaming industries was reviewed to develop the
extended explanatory variables o f the casino attributes specific to the local slot players.

Casino Attributes for Illinois Riverboat Patrons
Turco and Riley (1996) investigated the casino attributes tbat were important for
riverboat patrons in the Chicago metropolitan area. According to their research, the
issuance of Illinois riverboat gambling licenses had been limited and based on an even
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geographic distribution around population or attraction centers. The survey was
conducted in a northern Illinois riverboat casino. The customers were instructed to
complete the questionnaire as they boarded and return it prior to the riverboat casino’s
departure from the dock. A total o f 1,408 usable completed questionnaires were returned.
The results revealed differences between gamblers based on gambling frequency
(frequent, occasional, and infrequent). For the aggregated sample (not segmented by
frequency), tbe top three most important attributes were “favorite place to play,” “closest
location,” and “recommended by friend and/or relative.” Frequent gamblers, who
gambled 12 times or more over the last year (i.e., repeat customers), indicated service
quality (“favorite place to play”) as the most important factor. Occasional gamblers, who
gambled less than 12 times over the last year, indicated “recommendation by a friend or
relative” as the most important attribute in choosing a riverboat casino while “wanted to
visit for the first time” was the most influential factor for infrequent gamblers who had
not gambled in the last year.
Though this is one o f few studies that showed the differences in casino attributes
according to frequency o f gambling, it has several limitations. First, the definition of
factors is ambiguous. For example, “favorite place to play” was not clearly defined as
service quality. A casino can be a “favorite place to play” not because o f the service
quality but because o f different reasons such as winning experiences or personal
relationships with casino employees. Second, this study examined only nine choice
factors and these need to be extended to reflect increasing market competition. For
instance, the study mentioned the importance of loyalty-building strategies such as a
preferred customer card, complimentary admission, food, and beverages, valet parking.
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extended credit, and semiprivate gambling area, but these factors were not included in the
explanatory scale items. Third, the sample included nonresidents as well as residents,
which could have influenced the ranking o f attributes. Residents would likely be more
knowledgeable about the casinos and have different motivations from nonresidents in
visiting casinos.

The Determinants o f Mississippi Casino Patrons
Richard and Adrian (1996) investigated the determinants that might influence
casino repeat purchase intentions for Mississippi gamblers. Their survey was
administered through personal interviews at a large shopping mall located in
Biloxi/Gulfport, Mississippi with subjects who had visited a Mississippi casino in the last
12 months. Two hundred-three usable questionnaires were yielded and tbe results showed
that consumers utilized multiple factors when deciding to return to a casino. Twentyseven attributes were grouped among six factors including location, building, games, staff,
hospitality and amenities. The study suggested that emphasis on only one factor might
not be a very effective approach to attract consumers. While all six factors were vital
when it came to explaining repeat purchase intentions, the games, location and hospitality
factors were most important. Most o f the participants in this study were Mississippi
residents, so it would be assumed that the ranked determinants were important to locals in
Mississippi.
Richard and Adrian (1996) generated a more detailed series o f attributes. Tbeir
study extended the attributes o f location by including the proximity o f other casinos and
attractions such as beaches, amusement parks and casinos as well as the closeness o f the
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casino from home. The games factor included the odds o f winning, the availability of
slot machines and the attractiveness o f the casino promotions along with 5 more
attributes. The “hospitality” factor covered food, entertainment and hotel room
availability. However the attributes in their research excluded substantial marketing
variables such as direct mail offers and slot club membership. In addition, the results of
the factor analysis showed unusual groupings o f attributes. The promotion attribute
appeared within the games factor while security was grouped in the amenities attributes.

The Important Attributes among Patrons in
Riverboat and Indian Casinos
According to Pfaffenberg and Costello (2001), major casinos may be segmented
into three different types of casinos; traditional land-based casinos available in Nevada
and Atlantic City; riverboat/dock side casinos, and American Indian casinos. Pfaffenberg
and Costello explored the attributes important to patrons o f riverboat and Indian casinos
while also examining the demographic and behavioral differences between them. Four
sites were selected for the survey. One Indian casino was in Michigan and a second was
outside a major urban area in Arizona. The riverboat casinos selected were in Illinois and
Indiana. Indiana riverboat patrons completed their survey while traveling on a bus to the
boat and Illinois riverboat patrons were asked while waiting to enter the riverboat, so the
patrons were more willing to complete the survey as a way o f passing time. The Indian
casinos’ patrons were approached to participate in the survey while they were in the
casino property. This survey method resulted in a higher response rate for riverboat
patrons.
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The most important attribute for all casino patrons was safety. The study indicated
different rationales for the highest score of safety across the entire sample. For the Indian
casino patrons, safety might be a heightened concern due to the less familiar surroundings.
For the riverboat casino patrons, a higher percentage of older and female patrons, and a
higher budget per casino visit would increase the importance o f safety. Friendly
employees and courteous service were followed by safety. The higher percentage of
senior patrons in riverboat casinos versus Indian casinos placed more importance on
restaurant attributes such as “clean restaurant” and “good food,” and the items such as
“helpful employees” and “well-trained employees” . Patrons o f both types o f casinos
scored “chance to win” and “good odds” very high. O f the 25 items rated, recreation was
the least important factor for all patrons. Both groups ranked location almost in the
middle. Location was not a priority among Indian casino patrons, though almost 74%
were making a return visit. The study pointed that the riverboat had more competitive
environment and prevalent advertising. It resulted in higher score o f advertising by
riverboat patrons. The results also showed that females were the majority o f patrons in
both Indian and riverboat casinos. The riverboat casinos had a higher number of annual
casino visits by patrons who traveled longer distances for their gaming experience
compared to Indian casino patrons. Overall, the study o f Pfaffenberg and Costello (2001)
provided good comparisons o f demographic and behavioral differences of patrons
between Indian and Riverboat casinos linked with important attributes.
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The Important Attributes among Locals in the
Las Vegas Casino Market
There are few studies focusing on the important casino attributes for locals in the
Las Vegas gaming market and the study o f Shoemaker and Zemke (2005) is one o f them.
They recognized Las Vegas “locals” as a segment leader and listed Detroit, Chicago,
New Orleans, St. Louis, and California as emerging local markets. They tried to identify
important reasons for visiting a casino and to gain an understanding o f such behavioral
variables as gaming budget per visit, time spent gambling and favorite games.
Shoemaker and Zemke (2005) developed 25 attributes by using a focus group to
identify important reasons for visiting a particular casino among Las Vegas locals.
Compared to three previous studies, the attributes of this study are developed to
specifically address locals and comprised such dimensions as property features, food,
service, gambling, and promotions. For instance, the promotion-related variables
included receiving mailings from the casino, type o f promotions offered, benefits
provided by the slot club and complementary items. The research was conducted by
telephone with 637 interviews completed. The respondents were restricted to Las Vegas
local residents who gambled at least 15 minutes at least once every two months in any
legalized gambling establishment.
The most important factor for Las Vegas locals was convenient location. Safety
and friendly/courteous employees followed in importance. However, when it came to the
determinants o f playing in a specific casino frequently (i.e., repeat visits), convenience,
promotions and past experience were the most important determinants. This suggests a
gap in casino attributes when examining repeat visitors. Shoemaker and Zemke (2005)
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also reported that the attributes were weighted differently depending on the monthly
budget, type of game played and tbe player’s gender. Some o f the attributes were
consistent with the results o f Pfaffenberg and Costello (2001). For example, because o f a
higher percentage o f women slot players, safety was more important to slots, keno, and
video poker players than to table game players. The price value o f the restaurant was also
more important to slots, keno, and video poker players. Shoemaker and Zemke indicated
that it might be related to higher income levels of table game players. Overall, the study
provided insights for casino operators who have served the locals market in Las Vegas as
well as outside o f Las Vegas by showing that the local resident gamblers would prefer
different attributes and amenities from the gambler visiting the Las Vegas area (i.e.,
tourists).

Elements o f the Physical Environment
The four studies previously reviewed did not identify the physical environment as
an attribute for selecting a casino. However it has been demonstrated that the physical
environment has a direct link to customer satisfaction and repatronage intentions in a
variety o f leisure settings as well as casinos (Bitner, 1992; Johnson, Mayer & Champaner,
2004; Lucas, 2003; Wakefield & Blodgett, 1996). Thus, it is important for gaming
managers to understand how the physical environment influences customer intentions.
One approach to managing the physical environment of slot players is through the slot
servicescape and slot machine placement.
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Slot Servicescape
Bitner (1992) defined the term servicescape as man-made physical surroundings
o f a service setting, which was composed o f three dimensions: ambient conditions, spatial
layout and functionality, and signage, symbols and artifacts. Wakefield and Blodgett
(1994; 1996) bave proposed that the longer customers stay in a facility, the greater the
chance that the servicescape will play a vital role in determining satisfaction with the
service, especially in leisure settings such as resorts, amusement parks and casinos.
Wakefield and Blodgett (1996) tested three different leisure service settings with five
servicescape factors, which were layout accessibility, facility aesthetics, seating comfort,
electronic equipment and display, and cleanliness. They found a positive relationship
between satisfaction with the physical servicescape and repatronage intentions and/or
desire to stay longer. The more satisfied they were with the servicescape, the more
customers were inclined to want to go back to that leisure service setting.
Lucas (2003) advanced Wakefield and Blodgett’s model (1996) and applied it to
slot players. He identified five controllable determinants o f servicescape satisfaction as
ambient conditions, interior décor, navigation (i.e., floor layout), cleanliness and seating
comfort. All these determinants produced a significant effect on slot servicescape patron
satisfaction. The results of the study highlighted the relative contribution o f patron slot
servicescape satisfaction to their overall satisfaction, which significantly affected
repatronage intentions as well as willingness to recommend that casino to others.
Hoffrnan and Turley (2002) identified employee appearance and uniforms as
tangible components o f the servicescape. Levesque and McDougall (1996) have shown
that the neat appearance o f employees affects customer satisfaction. Lucas (2003)
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suggested that employee appearance could have an effect on the cleanliness ratings o f the
slot floor because employees, such as cocktail servers and change personnel, would be
highly visible and frequently interact with slot players in their casino environment. Lucas
recommended expanded variables by including a scale addressing the attractiveness of
the employees and/or customers of the hotel casino. Shoemaker and Zemke (2005)
included the players (i.e., customers) as a scale item to study the important reasons in
choosing a casino, but the variable was not used in the analysis. As the literature has
shown, customers and/or employees are an important part o f the servicescape. These
attributes may affect customer satisfaction levels associated with a casino experience.
Johnson et al. (2004) also supported the research o f Lucas (2003) and Wakefield
and Blodgett (1996) by providing further evidence o f a direct link between atmospheric
elements and customer satisfaction among slot players in a casino gaming setting. In their
research, customers defined casino atmosphere in five key elements; theme, floor layout,
ceiling height, employee uniforms and noise level. The findings showed that theme, noise
level and employee uniforms contributed positively to a players satisfaction with the
gaming experience. As these findings have demonstrated, customers (i.e., slot players)
are aware of their surroundings while they are gambling, and certain aspects o f the
servicescape are important for their desire to stay longer as well as their intentions to
return.
Slot Machine Placement
Kilby, Fox and Lucas (2005) suggested that slot machines should he placed near
showrooms, casino bars or restaurants to easily entice customers. The slot machine
location (i.e., slots placement) would have relevance for slot players’ consumption
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motives and preferences. In addition, slot location would have a direct effect on the
volume of play for that machine (Lucas & Roehl, 2002; Lucas, Dunn, Roehl, & Wolcott,
2004; Lucas & Dunn, in press).
Lucas and Roehl (2002) examined whether the slot machine performance levels
were influenced by casino floor location in the Las Vegas locals market (i.e., a repeat
market). They used video poker machines with the denomination o f $0.25, which was the
most frequently played game and represented the majority o f slot machines in Las Vegas
locals casinos. The results revealed that the slot machines in the core locations o f the slot
floor, featuring greater access, visibility and traffic volume, outperformed the ones in the
perimeter locations. Similarly, the slot machines located near the table games area (i.e.,
pits), where more excitement was produced, also showed higher performance levels.
Lucas et al. (2004) evaluated $1.00 reel slots in a Las Vegas strip casino and
found consistent results on the effects o f slot floor location linked with the performance
level across type, denomination and market. The locations were characterized by close
proximity to table games, central locations, and substantial borders along major casino
walkways or aisles. In contrast, Friedman highlighted the importance o f intimacy and
privacy with regard to machine location. He theorized that slot patrons preferred more
secluded locations over locations near busy walkways or crowded area (as cited in Lucas
et al).
Lucas and Dunn (in press) advanced the previous two models (Lucas & Roehl,
2002; Lucas et al., 2004) and narrowed the definition o f a slot m achine’s location with
more specific descriptions. For example, they defined the qualities o f accessible/visible
from multi-unit section to individual aisle units bordering a major casino walkway and
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end-units within a bank o f machines. Lucas and Dunn tested $0.25 reel slot machines of a
Las Vegas Strip hotel casino and reported that aisle locations and the placement of a unit
within a bank of machines all produced significant increases in unit-level performance.
The literature related to both slot servicescape and slot machine placement was
reviewed to support the importance o f the elements of physical environment to slot
players. The hypotheses are as follows;
H I: There will be a positive relationship between the physical environment and
the repatronage intentions o f local slot players.
H2: There will be a positive relationship between the physical environment and
the willingness to recommend o f local slot players.
For these hypotheses, “physical environment” will be described as the slot floor is
not too crowded, there are many desirable places to play slots, and the casino provides a
comfortable gaming environment.

Proximity
Studies have shown the impact and characteristics o f store location in retail
settings as well as in the gaming industry. Some o f the studies cited that accessibility is
one o f the key factors for site selection as well as the success o f the retail business
(Goodrih, 1989; Hall, 1990; Kuo, Chi & Kao, 1999). Johnson and Bowen (1994) in their
study o f riverboat site selection stated that “the appropriate location provides ready
access to a large number o f target customers who will routinely patronize the business” (p.

y
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Constan has reported that people who live closer to the casino are more likely to
visit more frequently than those who must travel longer distances (as cited in Johnson &
Bowen, 1994). Actually, distance (i.e., ease o f access) has been a primary factor when
choosing a casino to visit in many studies, especially, among repeat visitors (Mckee,
1998; Riehard & Adrian, 1996; Turco & Riley, 1996; Watkins & Ford, 1994). In the
study o f Shoemaker and Zemke (2005), “an easy drive” was a major determinant for Las
Vegas residents who gambled regularly at a specific casino. Shoemaker and Zemke
mentioned that “distribution of market share by zip code showed that casinos located
close to home had the strongest market in that area o f town” (p. 398) in Las Vegas locals
market. Christenson, CFO for Station Casino, said that fifty percent o f Station Casinos
customers would live within three miles o f a Station Casinos property (as cited in Hodge,
2000). Easy access has been a key notion among gaming executives as a guiding
principle for sueeess (Bulavsky, 2002; Johnson & Bowen, 1994). The recent Goldman
Sachs survey showed that 21% o f respondents chose a casino to frequent based on its
location in Las Vegas loeals market (Smith, 2004). Though some casino managers say
that loyalty can transcend distance, closeness to home still becomes paramount for locals
(Bulavsky, 2002). The findings from the proximity related research led to the following
hypotheses:
H3. : There will be a positive relationship between the proximity and the
repatronage intentions o f loeal slot players.
H4: There will be a positive relationship between the proximity and the
willingness to recommend o f local slot players.
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For these hypotheses, “proximity” will be mean that the casino is near to the
customers house and an easy drive from his or her house.

Safety
Pfaffenberg and Costello (2001) reported that safety earned the highest score
among Indian and Riverboat casino patrons. They determined that the larger percentage
o f female patrons and higher budgeted customers in the riverboat casinos would likely
increase the importance for safety. In the study, this safety was reinforced by visible
security. In other words, being able to see security personnel or measures could provide a
level o f internal comfort.
In the Las Vegas locals market, 61% o f the individuals identified as gamblers who
gambled twice a year or more are female (Shinnar, Young and Corsun, 2004). Feeling
safe was found to be the second most important attribute for Las Vegas locals in selecting
casinos. More specifically, slot, keno and video poker players were more concerned than
table game players about feelings o f safety (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005). Shoemaker and
Zemke analyzed that the result came from the players’ demographic profile where more
slot players were women. However, when the locals were asked about what would drive
them to play in a specific casino frequently, safety seemed less important in their decision.
This finding is supported by Pfaffenberg, Costello and McGrath (1998), who suggested
that security or safety would be o f greater importance to first time visitors. Once they
became a repeat visitor, though concerned about security, they ranked it lower because
they knew that the casino would provide security. The hypotheses regarding safety were
advanced as follows:
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H5: There will be a positive relationship between the safety and the repatronage
intentions o f local slot players.
H6: There will be a positive relationship between the safety and the willingness to
recommend o f local slot players.
For these hypotheses, “safety” will be described as feeling safe and visible
security such as the number o f security guards.

Promotions
With a competitive gaming environment, promotions have been an important
factor in casino repatronage among the Las Vegas locals (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005).
The current study specifies and extends the promotions with detailed attributes such as
direct mail offer, drawing-based promotions, different types o f advertising and the slot
club membership.
Direct Mail and Drawing-Based Promotions
The research has shown the impact o f casino promotions on the slot machine
business volume in the Las Vegas locals market. Lucas and Brewer (2001) examined the
sources of variation in the daily slot handle (i.e., the amount o f money wagered in all the
slot machines). In their model, slot complimentary room nights that were awarded to
premium customers based on the magnitude and frequency o f their slot play did not
produce a significant effect on slot handle, whereas direet mail (i.e., the buy-in
incentives) and slot tournaments were signifieantly and positively related to slot handle.
However, Lucas and Brewer stressed that considering the costs associated with operating
and managing the redemption o f the coupons, the buy-in programs (i.e., direct mail)
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failed to add value to the operation. Only the free slot tournament produeed an economic
significance to slot handle.
Lucas and Bowen (2002) extended the study o f Lucas and Brewer (2001) by
adding new promotion variables and further illustrated their importanee and eeonomic
effectiveness for casinos. Lucas and Bowen examined the effectiveness o f large-scale
casino promotions that required a substantial investment in terms o f the cash prize
bankroll, advertising, eollateral expense, and both fixed and variable labor costs on
business volume. The results showed that the promotion periods failed to significantly
influence slot volume. The magnitude of prize money of drawing-based promotions did
produce a significant and positive effect to slot volume but failed to generate an
economically significant impact.
Apparently, Las Vegas local gamblers (i.e., repeat visitors) have been reported to
consider direct mail as an important driver to the casino (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005).
However, despite the popularity of drawing based promotions in the loeals market, the
drawing-based promotion has not been employed in related studies to examine the
effectiveness on repatronage intentions.
Advertising
According to the study by Grant and Kim (cited as in Nudd, 2002), the main
trigger that nudges gambling addicts back into the casino is advertisements. Given the
substantial amount o f advertising through newspapers, radio, TV and billboards of casino
promotions, tbere is limited research on the effectiveness o f these promotions in the
casino industry. In retail store promotions, newspaper advertisements prior to the event
and in-store displays have been found to increase sales (Grover & Srinivasan, 1992).
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Lucas and Bowen (2002) cited that casino promotions in the locals market o f Las Vegas
are frequently featured in newspaper ads and radio spots one to two weeks prior to the
promotion period. However, these variables were not used in their study.
In spite o f the substantial amount o f casino promotions through newspaper, radio,
TV and billboard advertising, tbere is limited research on the effeetiveness of these
promotions in the local casino market area. This study ineludes the variables regarding
tbese advertisements to test the how the advertisements affect repatronage intentions and
willingness to recommend among local slot players.
Slot Loyalty Programs
Many studies have been eompleted focusing on the effectiveness of loyalty
programs in increasing repeat purchase. Passinham (1998) demonstrated the differences
between all shoppers in the store and loyalty eardholders with an example of JS, that is,
the grocery in the UK. The results showed that reward card-holders made exactly the
same number o f shopping trips for groceries as all JS customers at an average of 76 trips
a year, but they made significantly more o f trips to JS. When reward cardholders actually
visited the store they did not spend significantly more. Consequently, they concluded that
it was the trips that were driven by the higher loyalty, not the amount o f budgets.
Davies (1998) compared non-card holders and loyalty cardholders, whether sole
or multiple card holders, in the grocery market. Non-card holders were relatively store
loyal but particularly brand loyal and bought significantly less on promotion than any
other segment o f the population. When it came to store loyalty, sole cardholders were
more loyal to their primary store than non-card holders or multiple cardholders. The
study indicated that multiple cardholders were significantly more likely to buy all
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promotion items and offer types than non-and sole card users. Overall, the findings
suggested that consumers who possessed loyalty cards were commercially astute and
more promotionally active rather than being loyal to the store.
Bolton, Kannan, & Bramlet (2000) found that members o f a financial service
company loyalty program perceived that they were getting better quality and service for
their price, or “good value.” Bolton et al. reported that members o f loyalty programs were
more likely to repatorage the company than non-members. Lewis (2004) estimated the
effect o f loyalty programs on customer purchasing over time and reported that the loyalty
programs eould effectively increase the frequency o f purchasing. The women’s apparel
loyalty program, Chieo’s Passport Club, also added to the evidenee by showing that the
average transaction for the loyalty club members was 50% higher than for non-members
(“The one you’re looking for,” 2004).
Though there is no indication whether the reported preferences are based on
conventional wisdom or obtained through empirical study, there are many trade
publications reporting on slot or casino loyalty. According to H arrah’s Survey (2004),
gamblers were more likely to use coupons and participate in frequent-shopper promotions
than non-gamblers. Harrah’s, with its loyalty cards tracking system, has also learned that
gamblers are more likely to make a return trip and play longer if they receive a small
reward (Binkley, 2004). Subsequently, Harrah’s described a successful rewards program.
Tbe company estimated that customers spent about 43% o f their annual gaming budgets
at its properties in 2002, compared with 36% before its “Total Rewards” program began.
Harrah’s has increased cardholder loyalty and increased revenue by encouraging
customers to visit its array o f casinos (Haeberle, 2004). Conrad (2004) mentioned that
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easy to use, simple to understand and meaningful rewards would be important to the
success of casino rewards programs. Harrah’s has continually revamped its rewards plan
with more gifts that appeal to women, who make up the majority of its customers, as well
as keeping eustomers informed, by providing a rewards menu with required redemption
points (Binkley, 2003).
In the Las Vegas locals market, the five Las Vegas Coast Casinos (Barbary Coast,
Gold Coast, Orleans, Sun Coast and South Coast) have combined tbeir players club into
one Megaclub in which Coast Club points can be redeemed for meals, gift and liquor
purchases, and to purehase Century City movie tickets (Dancer & Compton, 2004).
Station Casinos also provides a companywide slot club card, called Boarding pass, wbich
can be shared at 6 Station Casinos to accumulate and redeem points in restaurants, gift
shops, movie theaters, bowling lanes, concerts, speeial events, hotel rooms and onsite
childcare centers. Members also get special advance mailings on upcoming promotions
and special invitations to VIP parties and receptions (Hodge, 2000; Miller, 2003). Sixtyfour percent o f Las Vegas local gamblers are members o f a casino slot club or players
club (LVCVA, 2005).
The studies regarding direct mails, drawing based promotions, advertising and
slot club membership were reviewed to extend the attributes supporting the promotion
variable. All these attributes regarding promotions led to the following hypotheses:
H7: There will be a positive relationship between tbe promotions and tbe
repatronage intentions of local slot players.
H8: There will be a positive relationship between the promotions and the
willingness to recommend o f local slot players.
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For these hypotheses, “promotions” will specifically measure the cash mail offer,
cash drawing promotions, slot club benefits, complimentary awards, slot club point-based
promotions, and newspaper, television, radio and billboard advertisements.

Amenities
Roehl (1996) investigated the relationship between use o f casino amenities, such
as food service and entertainment, and total casino spending for a sample o f Las Vegas
residents. The results showed that there were no statistically significant relationships
between amenity use and frequency o f visitation, but the use o f some casino amenities
was associated with higher casino expenditures.
Restaurants and Food
A variety o f food service types and restaurants are offered in casinos, ranging
from self-serve buffets to coffee shops to up-scale fine dining restaurants. These eating
establishments are important factors in the locals casino market. Many casino owners and
executives share the notion that the price and value o f food and restaurants play a vital
role in luring locals to a property and getting them to gamble (Bulavsky, 2000; Collier,
2000; Mckee, 1998). Richard and Adrian (1996) found a hospitality factor to positively
relate to repatronage intentions. Three o f the six items o f the hospitality factor directly
described characteristics o f casino restaurant operations as the quality o f the food, the
variety o f food items, and reasonable food prices. Roehl (1996) reported that restaurant
usage was positively and significantly related to gaming volume in the Las Vegas locals
market.
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On the contrary, some empirical studies failed to support a relationship between
restaurants and casino volumes. In the study of Shoemaker and Zemke (2005) based on
the locals market, restaurant faeilities failed to produce a significant effect in the
intentions to frequently patronize a casino. Lucas and Brewer (2001) have examined the
relationship between restaurant volume and slot volume. Their results also failed to
support the notion that restaurant headcounts would relate to slot volume.
Lucas and Santos (2003) analyzed the relationship between restaurant volume and
daily slot machine coin-in (i.e., the daily dollar amount wagered in all reel, video poker
and multi-game slot machines) in three different casinos with repeat elientele including
the Las Vegas loeals market. In their results the restaurant volume produced a significant
and positive effect for the coin-in.
LVCVA (2005) revealed that 68% o f Las Vegas residents eat in a restaurant in the
casino where they gambled and the majority o f them patronized the hotel/casino buffet
(39%) or hotel/easino coffee shop (29%). Consistent results have been reported in the
study by Roehl (1996). When it eame to the type o f easino restaurant patronized more
often, over half o f the respondents visited the casino buffet restaurants more frequently.
Some studies addressed how seniors viewed restaurant attributes such as quality
of food and restaurant’s cleanliness as extremely important (Schaefer, Ilium, & Margavio,
1995; Pfaffenberg & Costello, 2001). Shinnar et al. (2004) reported that seniors (65 years
or older) are the largest age group within the Las Vegas locals market. Similarly, the
study o f LVCVA (2003) has shown that older residents (aged 50 or older), tend to
gamble more often than younger residents (under 50 years old). Moore (1995) also has
identified retired locals who are 65 or older to be the residents who gamble the most.
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These findings support that restaurants and food related attributes can be a strong
attraetion to the older adult market in Las Vegas.
Entertainment
Every casino offers different types o f entertainment, ranging from loeally based
musicians performing in cocktail lounges to various performers entertaining in small
showrooms to nationally and internationally known artists performing in large venues.
The provision o f such entertainment could be an incentive for customers to stay longer in
the property (Dandurand & Ralenkotter, 1985) as well as an attraetion to the casino.
Tarras, Singh and Moufakkir (2000) studied the motivations o f elderly women gamblers
and the top reason they gambled was because they found that casinos were entertaining
and exciting. Offering live music at the bar or lounge area or various types of
entertainment in the casino floor can certainly add entertainment and exeitement.
Dandurand and Ralenkotter (1985) stated that women preferred to attend smallscale shows or reviews over large-seale shows. Further women who attended small-scale
shows or reviews spent 247% more per year in casino gaming expenditures than those
who did not attend these types o f shows. Although casino entertainment has ehanged
significantly, the results of the study showed a relationship between gaming behavior and
entertainment. Waddell (2004) reported that the growth o f the nationwide easino business
has positively affected the concert industry beeause today’s major casinos represent a
powerful nationwide concert distribution network that now attracts the next generation o f
gamers as well as the established gamers. Many Las Vegas loeal easinos aetively host a
variety o f shows appealing to their average customer, who is around 50 years old, as well
as to a younger démographie.
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Other facilities
In addition to a variety o f restaurants and entertainment shows, casino hotels
compete to excel in amenities by providing a wide rage o f entertaining experiences and
convenient service. Trade publications have reported various facilities such as spas
(Plume, 2002), bowling alleys (McKee, 1998), movie theaters, childcare facilities
(Holtmann, 2000), and car wash services (Green, 2000) that Las Vegas locals desire from
the loeal casinos. Brock, Fussell, and Comey (1990) discussed the use o f 24-hour-a-day
casino amenities as incentives to prolong a guest stay. In Las Vegas, there are many
restaurants and facilities (e.g., bowling centers) open 24 hours and offering speeial
incentives to locals.
The hypotheses with regard to amenities are as follows:
H9: There will be a positive relationship between the amenities and the
repatronage intentions o f local slot players.
HIO: There will be a positive relationship between the amenities and the
willingness to reeommend o f local slot players.
For these hypotheses, “amenities” refers to the restaurants, good food with
attractive prices, the availability o f bowling alley, childcare facility, bingo room, and
movie theaters, and good shows and entertainment acts.

Parking
Casino managers believe that parking has to be convenient, easy for guests and
close to an entrance because it is the first and last impression of the property (Grant,
2000). Given the nature o f the weather, parking has been given special attention in the
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Las Vegas market. However, limited research has been conducted to examine the impact
o f parking on casino visits. Grant (200) reported in a trade journal that covered parking
could play an important role in the Las Vegas locals market. Shoemaker and Zemke
(2005) reported that convenient parking was crucial for the locals to patronize a casino.
The following are the hypotheses related to parking.
HI 1; There will be a positive relationship between the parking and the
repatronage intentions o f local slot players.
H I2: There will be a positive relationship between the parking and the willingness
to recommend o f local slot players.
For these hypotheses, “parking” will measure convenient parking, good covered
parking and enough parking spaces.

Gaming Value
People gamble with the hope o f winning in spite o f the knowledge that the
probability of winning is unfavorable. According to Mayer, Johnson, Hu and Chen
(1998), focus group members, wbo were frequent guests o f a Las Vegas strip hotel (i.e.,
tourists) and were primarily slot maehine gamblers, mentioned a feeling of luck, winning
experience, and loose maehines as proxies for gaming value. Though they were not in the
first top three reasons, chance to win and better odds were highly ranked as important
items to patrons in the study o f Faffenberg and Costello (1998) as well. Shoemaker and
Zemke (2005) reported that the machine factor was important in choosing one casino
over another and the first two items in the factor described the characteristics of gaming
value, which are; “Machines pay off better” and “It seems to have better odds than other
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places” . As for the decision whether to patronize a casino, past experience, which also
can be represented as gaming value, turned out to be more important than other attributes
related to the gaming value (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005). Past winning experience was
also important to frequent gamblers in the research o f Turco and Riley (1996). In the
interview with Harberle (2004), a VP o f slots at Harrah’s mentioned that casino
customers were largely driven by where to win and a positive experience (i.e., winning
experience) could be a driver to keep a customer in one place. The findings on gaming
value led to the following hypotheses.
H I3: There will be a positive relationship between the gaming value and the
repatronage intentions o f loeal slot players.
H I4: There will be a positive relationship between the gaming value and the
willingness to recommend of local slot players.
For these hypotheses, “gaming value” will include winning expectations, past
winning experiences, and reasonable length o f play given the money.

The Perceived Value o f Slot Offerings
Kilby, Fox and Lucas (2005) mentioned that slot machine popularity would vary
depending on the casinos and its target market. For example, the Las Vegas local casinos
offer mainly video poker machines, which involve certain deeision-making opportunities
for generally experienced local gamblers, whereas the strip easinos catering to tourists
have primarily reel type slots with various themes, denominations and technology.
In determining the mix o f slot machines, slot executives examine various themes,
denomination mixes and reliable teehnologies (Doocey, 2003). Though there would be
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certain common games in any casino floor, the mix o f slot machines should be different
on each market based on maturity and geographic location to meet player demand. As
cashless machines (i.e., ticket-in/ticket-out) have become popular on the slot floor,
technologies that could go with cashless gaming also became important for the service
and convenience o f slot players. For example, instead o f coin jams or fills, slot players
would experience paper jams that could get them out o f playing. Accordingly, providing
reliable cashless gaming technology service seems to be important to satisfy the gaming
experience of slot players.
The following hypotheses related to the perceived value o f slot offerings are
proposed;
FI15: There will be a positive relationship between the perceived value o f slot
offerings and the repatronage intentions o f local slot players.
HI 6: There will be a positive relationship between the perceived value of slot
offerings and the willingness to recommend o f loeal slot players.
For these hypotheses, “the perceived value o f slot offerings” will concern slot
machine options, and reliable technology.

Customer Service
Managers should pay a great deal o f attention in the selection and training of
employees to provide outstanding attentive/personal service (Petrillose & Brewer, 2000).
Turco and Riley (1996) indicated that service quality was the most important choice
criteria in selecting a casino among frequent gamblers. Senior customers, especially,
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stressed the importance o f helpful and well-trained employees (Pfaffenberg & Costello,
2001).

Lucas (2003) operationalized customer service to be composed of service
promptness and staff friendliness. For slot players, cocktail service and coin change
service eould be two of the most frequent services and he emphasized the speed of these
services for overall satisfaction with the slot experience. Mayer et al. (1998) mentioned
that focus group participants consisting o f slot players reported dissatisfaction with slow
change service. Staff friendliness and being remembered were also key reasons that slot
patrons chose the Las Vegas strip hotel over other casinos (Mayer et al., 1998). A
manager in a Las Vegas local casino said that recognizing customers by first name and
providing a homelike environment with friendly employees could make locals happy and
comfortable (Bulavsky, 2000). The customer service literature provided the basis for the
following hypotheses:
H I7: There will be a positive relationship between customer service and the
repatronage intentions o f local slot players.
H I8: There will be a positive relationship between customer service and the
willingness to recommend o f local slot players.
For these hypotheses, “customer service” will be described as employees who are
courteous, display personal warmth in their behavior, cocktail servers who provide
prompt service and employees who respond quickly to customer requests.
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Conclusion
This chapter reviewed the available literature related to important casino attributes.
Nine major casino attributes that may be important to Las Vegas local slot players were
presented. A total o f 18 hypotheses were developed to examine the relationship between
these attributes and repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend. The
methodology employed to test these hypotheses is discussed in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The objectives o f this study are to identify the casino attributes that affect the
behavior o f Las Vegas local slot players and to examine the relationship between the
attributes and repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend. This chapter
presents the details o f methodology to obtain the objectives o f the study. The chapter
discusses sample, research design, survey questionnaire development with measures, and
survey proeedure. Subsequently, data treatment is also described.

Sample
This study is primarily foeusing on slot players who are Nevada residents. Slot
players were sampled from a Las Vegas casino targeting mainly local gamblers.
Convenience sampling was used to select slot players to participate in the study. The
subjects were intercepted while on the casino floor and only eligible subjects were given
a paper eopy o f the survey. The following questions were asked as filters for the intercept
survey. Onee the subjeets answered affirmatively to all four screening questions, they
could become the eligible subjects for the study.
1. Do you live in Clark County?
2. Are you at least 21 years o f age?
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3. Are you a member o f the slot club?
4. When you gamble, do you play slot machines at least 50% o f the time?

Research Design
A survey was seleeted for this study as a data gathering method because it is
flexible and valuable method when properly conducted. In addition, a survey provides
quick, inexpensive, efficient, and accurate means of assessing information about the
population (Zikmund, 2003).
Zikmund (2003) explains potential errors caused by a survey. For example,
people who feel strongly about a subject are more likely to respond to survey questions
than people who feel indifferently about that subject. People who refuse to participate or
people who are not contacted are excluded from the sample. This can result in
nonresponse error showing a statistical difference on a survey measure due to those who
failed to respond. A self-administered survey was used to collect the data. This also can
results in response bias such as extremity bias and social desirability bias. Extremity bias
means that some individuals tend to use extremes and others always avoid extreme
positions and tend to respond neutrally to questions. Social desirability bias is eaused by
the subjects’ desire to exaggerate their social role and gain prestige.
Questionnaire Development and Measures
The current study is intended to identify the casino attributes affecting
repatronage intentions o f local slot players. A set o f scale items related to elements o f the
physical environment, proximity, safety, promotions, parking, amenities, perceived
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gaming value, gaming machine mix, customer services and return intentions developed
based on the review o f literature. Initially, the questionnaire was composed o f 50 items.
A copy o f the questionnaire was sent to one industry executive and the manager
o f the marketing department o f the sample casino and reviewed. A pilot study was
condueted with ten local slot players using convenience sampling. Subsequently, seven
redundant items were deleted and the format o f the questionnaire was adjusted. A Likert
scale ranging from one to nine was used. The subjects were instructed to circle one
number from 1 to 9; 1 indicated “disagree completely” with the statement while 9
indicated “agree completely” with the statement.
Five different questionnaire versions were used to avoid order bias. Each survey
version contained the same scale items but the items were placed in a different order.
Order bias can result from a particular answer’s position in a set o f answers or from the
sequencing o f questions (Zikmund, 2003). The questionnaire consisted o f two sections
(see Appendix C). The first section was composed o f 43 o f dependent and independent
variables. The second section was asking about demographic information.
Demographic Information
Questions regarding demographic information consisted with four items including
gender, age, gaming budget per month, and gaming frequency. The study used the same
measurement scales as EVCVA for comparative purposes o f demographic and gaming
behavior profiles.
Independent Variables
The following paragraphs provided a list o f scale items for independent variables
including the study from which they were adapted.
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1. Elements o f the physical environment
1.1. The slot floor at X casino is not too crowded (Lucas, 2003).
1.2. I ’d like to visit X casino because there are many desirable places to play
slots (Lucas & Roehl, 2002).
1.3. X casino provides a comfortable gaming environment to slot players
(Developed for this study).
2. Proximity
2.1. X casino is an easy drive from my house (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005).
2 .2 .1 visit X casino because it is near my house (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005).
JI. j w z /è f y

3.1. When I visit X casino I feel safe (Pfaffenberg & Costello, 2001).
3.2. Feeling safe influenced my decision to visit X casino (Pfaffenberg &
Costello, 2001).
3.3. X casino has a sufficient amount o f security officers (Pfaffenberg & Costello,
2001).
4. Promotions
4.1. The cash mail offer influenced my decision to visit X casino (Lucas &
Brewer, 2001).
4.2. The cash drawing promotions influenced my decision to visit X casino (Lucas
& Bowen, 2002).
4.3. The slot club benefits influenced my decision to visit X casino (Shoemaker &
Zemke, 2005).
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4.4. X casino’s complimentary award (comp) policy influenced my deeision to
visit (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005).
4.5. The slot club’s point-based promotions influenced my decision to visit X
casino (Developed for this study).
4 .6 .1 visit X casino because my Boarding Pass is valid in any Station Casino
(Developed for this study).
4.7. Newspaper advertisements influenced my decision to visit X casino (Lucas &
Brewer, 2001).
4.8.Television advertisements influenced my decision to visit X casino
(Developed for this study).
4.9.Radio advertisements influeneed my decision to visit X casino (Lucas &
Brewer, 2001).
4.10. Billboard advertisements influenced my decision to visit X casino
(Developed for this study).
5. Parking
5.1. Convenient parking influenced me to visit X easino (Shoemaker & Zemke,
2005X
5.2. X casino has good covered parking (Grant, 2000).
5.3. X casino has enough parking spaces (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005).
6. Amenities
6.1.1 like the restaurants at X casino (Richard & Adrian, 1996).
6.2. The restaurants influenced my decision to visit X casino (Roehl, 1996).
6.3.1 can eat good food at attractive prices at X casino (Richard & Adrian,
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1996).
6.4. The presence of the bowling alley influenced my decision to visit Texas
Station bowling (McKee, 1998).
6.5. The availability o f the child care facility influenced my decision to visit
X casino (Holtmann, 2000).
6.6. The presence of the Bingo Room influenced my decision to visit Texas
Station (Developed for this study)
6.7. The presenee o f movie theatres influenced my decision to visit X casino
(Holtmann, 2000).
6.8. X casino books/hires musical performers that 1 like (Waddell, 2004).
6.9. X casino offers good entertainment acts (Roehl, 1996).
7. Perceived gaming value
7.1. I ’d like to visit X casino because 1 can win playing the slots (Faffenberg &
Costello, 1998)
7.2. X casino slots provide a reasonable length o f play, given my buy-in
(Developed for this study).
7.3. I ’d like to visit X casino because 1 have won money playing slots at X casino
(Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005)
8. The perceived slot machines offerings
8.1. X casino has the slots 1 want to play (Kilby, Fox & Lueas, 2005).

8.2.x casino offers reliable cashless gaming technology (Developed for this
study).
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9. Customer Service
9.1. X casino employees are courteous (Lucas, 2003)
9.2. X casino employees display personal warmth in their behavior (Lucas, 2003)
9.3. X casino cocktail servers provide prompt service (Lucas, 2003)
9.4. X casino employees respond quickly to customer requests (Lucas, 2003)
Dependent Variables
Repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend were used as dependent
variables. For repatronage intentions two scale items asking about the return visit
intentions were used. Two scale items regarding recommendation and positive word of
mouth were used to ask about the willingness to recommend.
1. Repatronage intentions
1.1. The next time 1 decide to visit a casino, 1 will visit X casino (Lucas,
2003).
1.2. 1 will return to X easino (Lucas, 2003).
2. Willingness to recommend
2.1. X casino is a casino 1 would recommend to a friend (Lucas, 2003).
2.2. If asked, 1 would say good things about X casino (Lucas, 2003).
Survey Procedure
Prior to collecting data, a protocol explaining the study, an informed consent and
the facility authorization letter were submitted to the Office for the Protection of
Research Subjects (GPRS). Approval was granted by the GPRS to conduct research
involving human subjects (see Appendix A). Also, prior to data colleetion, an email
asking permission as well as a facility authorization letter for surveying in the easino
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floor was sent to the casino manager o f the sample local casino. The casino manager
granted permission and the facility authorization letter was received with the signature of
the manager.
Three UNLV graduate students were involved in distributing and eollecting
surveys. The student interviewers were trained about the general issues o f this study,
individual items o f the questionnaire, and the protection o f human subjects so that they
were able to answer questions that the participants had while filling out the survey. If
asked, the subjects also received an informed consent cover letter (see Appendix B). The
subjects recorded their own responses to the survey using a pencil and a clipboard.
Occasionally, the subjects had a difficulty o f reading because o f the dim lighting o f the
casino or bad eyesight. So the interviewers helped them reading the questionnaire. When
the participants completed the survey, they could return it to surveyors immediately.
Casino volumes are affected by seasons. Even though the Las Vegas locals
market has less seasonality and different participation fluctuations in a yearly cycle than
the tourist market (Ross, personal communication, 2005). Casino volumes would also
vary by day o f the week and by tbe hourly trends o f the day (Lucas, 2003; Lucas &
Brewer, 2001). For this study, it was impossible to project the yearly variance given the
time line. However, in order to project daily and hourly trends, the survey was conducted
over three weeks on various days covering from day, swing and night shifts.

Treatment o f Data
Data from the survey was entered and analyzed by using SPSS (version 13.0).
Frequency tables were reviewed in order to check the accuracy o f data entry and missing
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data. Descriptive statistics were used to present the demographic information.
Multivariate outliers were identified by examining the residuals (differences between
obtained and predieted DV scores) seatterplot. The statistieal criterion for identifying an
outlier depends on the sample size. When sample size is less 1000, a criterion of p=.001
is appropriate; this p is associated with a standardized residuals in excess of about ±3.3
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). Accordingly, the eases with standardized residuals beyond
±3.3 were deleted. With remaining usable cases, the Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) using varimax rotation was conducted to summarize patterns o f correlations
among variables and to reduce the casino variables into a smaller subset o f factors. These
factors were then used in a multiple regression to determine the relative importance of
each factor in local slot players’ decision to return to a casino and willingness to
recommend.

Conclusion
This chapter described the sample of the study. The details o f the research design
followed. The pros and cons of the survey method, the questionnaire development and
survey procedure, each dependent and independent variables were specified. The
statistical method for data analysis was briefly described as well. The findings are
presented in chapter four and the conclusions and recommendations in Chapter five.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS
Introduction
The results o f data analysis are presented in this chapter. The data were analyzed
to identify a parsimonious subset of casino attributes in the local casino market, and to
examine how these attributes are related to the behavior variables o f repatronage
intentions and willingness to recommend to others. This chapter first reports the
demographic information o f the sample. The factor analysis results o f the casino
attributes are also presented. Finally, the results o f the hypotheses tests using multiple
regressions are discussed.

The Collected Sample Size
A total o f 401 questionnaires were collected. With deletion o f incomplete
questionnaires, 382 cases including missing values were yielded. According to Comrey
and Lee (1992) a sample size o f 200 is fair, 300 is good, 400 is great and 1000 is
excellent for factor analysis. Guadagnoli and Velieer (as cited in Tabachnick & Fidell,
2001) indicated that solutions that have several high loading marker variables (>.80) do
not require such large sample sizes (about 150 cases is sufficient). The results revealed
that five high loading makers out o f 10 factors were produced. So the collected sample
size for the study provides good support for factor analysis.

43
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Demographic and Gaming Behavior Profile
The study used the same measurement scales as LVCVA for comparative
purposes of demographic profiles. Among a total o f 382 individuals who completed the
questionnaire, 49% were female and 46.6% were male (see Table 1). This study closely
mirrors the LVCVA report that showed that 52% were female and 48% were male out of
1200 respondents.

Table 1
Gender Comparison between Current Study and LVCVA Report
LVCVA
The Current Study
N
N
%
%
Male
178
48.8%
48%
576
Female
187
52%
5L2%
624
Total
365
100%
100.0%
1200

A ^e Comparison between Current Study and L VCVA Report
The Current Study
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-64
65 and older
Missing
Total

N
48
73
87
93
43
38
0
382

LVCVA

%

N

12.6%
19J94
22.8%
24.3%
1L394
9.9%
0%
100.0%

180
240
228
204
72
204
72
1200

%
15%
20%
19%
17%
6%
17%
6%
100%

The age distribution of the respondents is presented in Table 2. The biggest age
group was between 50 and 59 (24.3%). Whereas, the age group from 30 to 39 was the
largest followed by the age group o f 40 to 49 in the LVCVA study.
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Table 3 shows that more than half o f the respondents gamble about twice a week.
A total of 73% of the sample respondents gamble at casinos more than twiee a week. The
LVCVA study indicates that 44% gamble more than twice a week.

Gaming Frequency o f Sample Respondents
N
57
More than 5 times a week
About twice a week
222
Once or twice a month
80
11
About 4 times a year
About twice a year
7
4
One a year or less
Total
381

%
15%
58%
21%
3%
2%
1%
100.0%

The higher gaming frequency reported in this study compared to the LVCVA may
be the result o f a different sampling method. This study was carried out at a local casino
using a self-administered survey while the LVCVA conducted a telephone survey based
on a sample o f Clark County residents. The monthly gaming budgets o f the respondents
are presented in Table 4.

Table 4
Monthly Gaming Budget for Sample Respondents
N
Under $100
$100-$399
Over $400
Missing
Total

55
111
141
75
382

%
14.4%
29U%
3&9%
19.6%
100.0%
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Principal Component Analysis Results
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to identify a group of
variables whose variance ean be represented more parsimoniously by a smaller set of
factors or components. A PCA requires the following conditions; 1) The sample size
must be greater than 50 and the ratio o f eases to variables must be 5 to 1 or larger. 2) The
correlation matrix for the variables must contain 2 or more correlations o f 0.30 or greater,
3) Variables with Measure of Sampling Adequacy (MSA) less than 0.50 must be
removed, 4) The overall MSA for the set o f variables exceeds the minimum requirement
o f 0.50, 5) The Bartlett test of sphericity is statically significant (Principal Component,
n.d.).
Table 5 provides the results o f the PCA o f independent variables. A PCA was
conducted with 39 independent variables and the results produced 10 factors with
eigenvalues greater than one. An eigenvalue represents the amount o f variance accounted
for by a factor (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998). The results showed that the 10
factors explained 70.5% of the total variance. A total of 321 cases were used out o f 382
cases in the analysis. The anti-image correlation matrix contains the partial correlations
among variables after factor analysis and the diagonal shows the measure o f sampling
adequacy for each variable. “Bartlett’s test o f sphericity is the statistical test for the
overall significance o f all correlations within a correlation matrix” (Hair et al., 1998). The
Anti-image Correlation showed that the Measure o f Sampling Adequacy (MSA) for all
the variables was greater than 0.5 and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin MSA was .898. The
probability associated with the Bartlett test was less than 0.0005.
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Table 5
Factor Analysis Results Using Varimax Rotation_________________________________
Factor
_________________________________________________________________ Loading
Factor 1: Promotions
The slot club benefits influenced my decision to visit X casino
0.799
The slot club’s point-based promotions influenced my decision to visit
X casino

0.794

X casino’s complimentary award (comp) policy influenced my
decision to visit
The cash mail offer influenced my decision to visit X casino

0.781
0.690

I visit X casino because my Boarding Pass is valid in any Station
Casino
The cash drawing promotions influenced my decision to visit X casino_______
Factor 2: Gaming Value & Environment
I ’d like to visit X casino because 1 ean win playing the slots
X casino has the slots I want to play
I ’d like to visit X casino because I have won money playing slots

0.687
0.599
0.798
0.710
0.701

I ’d like to visit X casino because there are many desirable places to
play slots
0.674
X casino slots provide a reasonable length o f play, given my buy-in
0.601
X casino provides a comfortable gaming environment to slot players
0.592
X casino offers reliable cashless gaming technology________________________ 0.575
Factor 3: Advertising
Billboard advertisements influenced my decision to visit X casino
0.845
Radio advertisements influenced my decision to visit X casino
0.832
Television advertisements influenced my decision to visit X casino
0.788
Newspaper advertisements influenced my decision to visit X casino__________ 0.744
Factor 4: Customer Service
I'd like to visit X casino because employees are courteous
0.851
I'd like to visit X casino because employees respond quickly to
customer requests
I'd like to visit X casino because employees display personal warmth
in their behavior_______________________________________________________
Factor 5: Restaurant
The restaurants influenced my decision to visit X casino
I like the restaurants at X casino
I can eat good food at attractive prices at X casino
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0.760
0.746
0.869
0.801
0.769
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Table 5 (continued).
Factor
Loading
Factor 6; Parking
X casino has good covered parking
X casino has enough parking spaces
Convenient parking influenced me to visit X casino
Factor 7: Safety
When I visit X casino I feel safe
X casino has a sufficient amount o f security officers
Feeling safe influenced my decision to visit X casino
Factor 8; Entertainment
X casino books/hires musical performers that I like
The presence o f movie theatres influenced my deeision to visit X
casino
X casino offers good entertainment acts
Factor 9: Proximity
I visit X casino because it is near my house
X casino is an easy drive from my house
Factor 10: Facilities

&846
0.794
0653
06 3 7
05 9 4
0.557
0.717
0.664
0.643
(L916
08 8 6

The presence o f the Bingo Room influenced my decision to visit X
casino ‘

0779

The availability of the ehild care facility influenced my decision to
visit X casino

0.706

The presence o f the bowling alley influenced my decision to visit X
casino bowling

0.627

Note. K M O = .898. p<.0005. V arim ax rotation w ith K aiser N orm alization w as used in the principal
com ponent analysis. Rotation converged in 14 interations.

The greater the loading, the more the variable is a pure measure o f the factor.
According to Tabachnick and Fidell (2001), only variables with loadings o f .32 should be
interpreted. For stronger interpretation, all loadings below .45 were not shown in Table 5.
Subsequently, two variables with less than the loading value o f .45 were removed from
the factor.
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Comrey and Lee (1992) suggest that loadings in excess o f .71 are considered
excellent, .63 very good, .55 good, .45 fair, and .32 poor. Nine faetors out of 10 include
the loading values above .71. The safety factor had a loading value .637 and can be
interpreted as very good.
The variables related to promotions were divided into promotions and advertising
factors. The variables related to amenities were divided into three different factors;
restaurant, entertainment and facilities. Whereas, the variables related to the elements of
the physical environment, gaming value and the perceived value o f slot offerings were
eombined into one faetor.
Table 6 is the component matrix presenting the results o f PCA with the dependent
variable of repatronage intentions. Two scale items were used to ask repatronage
intentions. Only one factor was extracted so the solution did not require rotation.

Table 6
Repatronage Intentions Factor Analysis Results: Component Matrix"_______________
_____

Factor Loading

I will return to X casino
0.881
The next time I decide to visit a casino, I will visit X casino____________0.881______
Note. K M O = .500. p<.0005. Extraction M ethod: Principal C om ponent A nalysis.

1 component extracted.

Table 7 is the component matrix containing the results o f PCA with the dependent
variable of willingness to recommend. Two scale items were used to assess willingness to
recommend as well. These two scale items were combined into one factor so again the
solution did not require rotation.
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Willingness to Recommend Factor Analysis Results: Component Matrix^____________
__________________________________________________________ Factor Loading
X casino is a casino I would recommend to a friend
0.971
If asked, I would say good things about X casino____________________0.971_______
Note. K M O = .500. p< .0005. Extraction M ethod: Principal Com ponent A nalysis.

1 component extracted.

Table 8 displays the reliability and number o f items for eaeh factor. Reliability
coefficients assess the consistency of the entire scale (Tabachniek & Fidell, 2001).

Table 8
Reliability o f Independent and Dependent Variables______________________________
Number
Factor_________________________________ Mean
Varience Alpha‘s o f Items
Independent Variables
5.341
0.557
6
1. Promotion
0287
0.584
0272
7
6.064
2. Gaming Value & Environment
4
0294
0.039
3. Advertising
2728
0.171
0.871
3
4. Customer Service
6237
0.337
0272
3
6.340
5. Restaurant
3
0.290
0281
&806
6. Parking
0.234
0.792
3
7. Safety
6213
0.452
0.674
3
8. Entertainment
4.683
2
0.011
7.105
0288
9. Proximity
0.052
3
(F689
10. Facilities
32 3 7
Dependent Variables
&962
2
7.163
0.687
1. Repatronage intentions
2
0.001
7JW2
(F938
2. Willingness to Recommend
Note. ®Cronbach's A lpha coefficient.

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was used to measure the reliability. Cronbaeh’s
alpha is the most widely used measure that rages from 0 to 1. The higher value indicates
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the stronger internal consistency. Generally, the recommended minimum level for
Cronbach’s alpha is 0.7 and it may decrease to .60 in exploratory research (Hair et ah,
1998). All values were above 0.6 with entertainment recording the lowest Cronbach’s
alpha value at 0.674.

Important Casino Attributes for Repatronage Intentions
A multiple regression was employed to determine the relative importanee of each
factor to repatronage intentions. Table 9 and 10 present the results o f the multiple
regression analysis to repatronage intentions.

Summary o f Regression Analysis fo r Casino Attributes and Repatronage Intentions
R
0.674

R:
0.454

SSE

Adjusted R^
0.437

F
0.74

25.820*

Note. *p<.0005.

Based on the results from table 9, ten factors explain .454 o f the variance in
repatronage intentions. Among the ten factors, promotion (P=.229, t=5.462,
p<.0005), gaming value & environment (P=.372, t=8.871, p<.0005). Customer service
(p=.252, t=5.998, p<.0005), restaurant (P=.232, t=5.536, p<.0005), parking (p=0.184,
t=4.382, p<.0005), and safety (P=.235, t=5.608, p<.0005) were statistically significant
predictors. Factor 2 (Gaming value & environment) was the greatest contributor to
explaining repatronage intentions.
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Variable
Constant
Factor 1: Promotions
Factor 2: Gaming Value & Environment
Faetor 3: Advertising
Faetor 4: Customer Service
Factor 5: Restaurant
Factor 6: Parking
Factor 7: Safety
Factor 8: Entertainment
Factor 9: Proximity
Factor 10: Facilities

b
0.038
0.226
0.367
0.032
0.248
0.229
0.181
0.232
0.065
0213
0.070

P
0.229
0272
0.032
0252
0232
0284
0235
0266
0216
0.071

t
0.909
2462
8271
0.765
2998
2536
4284
2608
1.571
5.148
1.681

P
0.364
0.000
0.000
0.445
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.117
0.000
0294

However, the results indieated that advertising, entertainment, and facilities were
not statistically significant. Table 10 shows that advertising (P=.032, t=0.765, p=0.445),
entertainment (P=.066, t=1.571, p<.l 17) and facilities (P=.071, t=1.681, p=.094) were not
significant at the .05 alpha level.
The variables related to promotions were divided into advertising and promotions
factors. The regression results only support the significance o f promotions to explain
repatonage intentions. The variables related to amenities were separated into three
factors; restaurant, entertainment and facilities. From the coefficients table (table 10), the
restaurant factor is significant but entertainment and facilities factors were not.
Consequently, the results support H I, H3, H5, H I 1, H13, H15 and H17. However the
results partly support and partly fail to support H7 and H9.
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Important Casino Attributes for Willingness to Recommend
A multiple regression was employed to determine the relative importance of each
casino attribute to predict willingness to recommend. Table 11 and 12 contain the results
of the multiple regression analysis for willingness to recommend.

Table 11
Summary o f Regression Analysis fo r Casino Attributes and Willingness to Recommend
R
0.709

R2
0203

Adjusted R^

SSE
0.487

0299

F
3L356*

Note. *p<.0005.

Based on the results from table 11, .503 o f the variance o f willingness to
recommend was explained by ten factors. Among the ten factors promotions (P=.201,
t=5.023, p<.0005), gaming value & environment (P=.443, t= l 1.071, p<.0005), customer
service (P=.267, t=6.66, p<.0005), restaurant (p=.236, t=5.884, p<.0005), parking
(p=0.193, t=4.823, p<.0005), safety (P=.286, t=7.152, p<.0005) and entertainment
(P=.084, t=2.102, p<.036) were statistically significant predictors. Factor 2 (gaming value
& environment) contributed the most to explaining the variance for the willingness to
recommend.
However, the results indicated that advertising (P=.019, t=0.469, p=0.639) and
facilities (P=.01, t=0.251, p=.802) were not statistically significant at the .05 alpha level.
Consequently, the results support H2, H4, H6, H12, H14, H16 and H18. Promotions
factor appeared to be significant but the regression results failed to support the
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significance o f advertising factor. So the results partly support and partly fail to support
H8. Due to the Facilities factor the results partly support and partly fail to support HIO.

Table 12
Regression Coefficients o f Casino Attributes for Willingness to Recommend
t
b
Variable
p
0.682
0.027
Constant
0.201
0.196
5.023
Factor 1: Promotions
11.071
Factor 2: Gaming Value & Environment
0.433
0443
0.019
0.018
0.469
Factor 3: Advertising
6.660
Factor 4: Customer Service
0267
0.260
5.884
0236
Factor 5; Restaurant
0.230
0.193
4823
Factor 6: Parking
0G88
7252
0286
Factor 7: Safety
0280
0.084
2202
Factor 8: Entertainment
0.082
0.111
2.772
Factor 9: Proximity
0208
0.010
0251
0.010
Factor 10: Facilities

P
0.496
0.000
0.000
0239
0.000
0200
0.000
0.000
0.036
0.006
0202

Conclusion
This chapter presented the results of the data analysis and described key findings
based on the results. The demographic and gaming behavior profiles were compared with
the results o f LVCVA. The PCA resulted in 10 factors and the results o f multiple
regression analyses indicated which factors contributed to the behavior variables of
repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend.
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CHAPTER V

DICUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
This chapter includes discussion o f results and managerial implieations developed
based on the data analysis. Then, recommendations for future research are discussed
along with the limitations o f this study.

Discussion o f Results
Over 58% o f the respondents o f this study said that they would visit a
easino about twice a week and about 15% o f the respondents said that they would visit
more than five times a week. Given the high frequency of gambling, it is noteworthy to
understand the important factors that influence local slot players to return to the casino.
The results o f the Principal Component Analysis yielded ten faetors. The results
o f the regression showed that the top three important factors affecting repatronage
intentions and willingness to recommend were gaming value & environment, customer
service, and safety. The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) grouped the casino
attributes related to the elements o f the physical environment, gaming value and the
perceived value of slot offerings as one faetor, gaming value & environment. This factor
produced a positive and significant effect in both repatoronage intentions and willingness
to recommend for local slot players. The factor also recorded the greatest regression

55
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coefficients on both dependent variables at 0.367 and 0.433 respectively. Proximity or
convenience (i.e., easy access) has been a primary reason in patronizing a casino in the
literature (Mckee, 1998; Richard & Adrian, 1996; Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005; Smith,
2004; Turco & Riley, 1996; Watkins & Ford, 1994). Comparing previous studies, the
findings are encouraging because they indicate that the gaming value & environment is
the most influential factor among local slot players (i.e., repeaters). Customer service and
safety were rated as next important reasons in explaining repatronage intentions and
willingness to recommend, which supports the results of Turco and Riley (1996),
Petrillose and Brewer (2000), Mayer, Johnson, Hu and Chen (1998), Pfaffenberg and
Costello (2001) and Lucas (2003).
Advertising, entertainment and facilities factors failed to produce a positive and
significant effect in the repatronage intentions o f local slot players. Advertising and
facilities also failed to produce a positive and significant effect in the willingness to
recommend of local slot players.

Managerial Implications
Physical Environment, Gaming Value and
The Perceived Value o f Slot Offerings
The results o f the study highlight that local slot players give the most importance
to a comfortable environment and gaming value. In other words, local slot players would
likely return to a easino where they can play in a comfortable or desirable environment,
where it is not crowed, where they can win, where they ean play the machine for a
reasonable time for their money, and where they can find the machines that they like.
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Previous research has found that proximity is of greatest importanee to the repeat
market (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005). However, the results o f this study found that the
physical environment was most important. This finding is encouraging. It seems that as
the locals market is competitive, more and more casinos focus on providing a
differentiated and better physical environment. And the players are likely to spend a
quality o f time in a better physical environment. Similarly, the physical environment has
been an important factor in repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend in the
research o f Lucas (2003). Accordingly, managers need to focus on providing a desirable
physical environment to their customers. Defining a desirable or comfortable physical
environment remains a subject for future study. For example, a comfortable environment
can mean ambient condition, cleanliness, seating comfort and so on. On the other hand, it
can be interpreted more broadly. For example, while conducting the survey, many
respondents said they had been patrons since the casino opened. The sample casino could
be comfortable to its repeat customers because they were familiar to its atmosphere,
people, and amenities. Further study regarding the details of a comfortable environment
would help the managers to produce the setting that most appeals to their customers.
The variables related to gaming value such as chance o f winning, past winning
experience and reasonable amount o f play time given their money were important to local
slot players along with the slot machine options. These findings provided general support
for the results o f Richard and Adrian (1996), Turco and Riley (1996), Mayer et al.,
(1998), Paffenberg and Costello (1998), Lucas (2003), and Shoemaker and Zemke (2005).
The casino in this study is famous for loose slots among locals and its promotional slogan
is “Everyone wins at X easino”. Given the increasing competition in the market,
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controlling payouts to meet both casino’s expected revenue and customers’ expectations
appear difficult. There are studies that suggest an increase in par (i.e., “the casino’s
expected value associated with each slot machine’s pay table”) produce a decrease in
wagering volume (Lucas & Roehl 2002, Salmon, Lucas, Kilby, & Dalbor, 2004). How to
manage the par efficiently also should be explained in future studies.
People say that slot machine options cannot differentiate one casino from another
because most local casinos have a similar variety o f slot machines. But the results o f this
study indicate that it is still important to have a variety o f slot machine to meet the
players’ diverse interests. Consequently, it is important to keep updating the slot
machines with various themes and reliable technology to keep pace with the trends in the
market.
The variable regarding the slot machine placement also had a high factor loading
value o f 0.674 to explain the gaming value and environment faetor. This result yielded
support for the research of Lucas and Roehl (2002), Lucas, Dunn, Roehl and Wolcott
(2004) and Lucas and Dunn (in press).
Customer Service
Customer service turned out to be the second most important factor in repatronage
intentions and third most important factor for the willingness to recommend. Customer
service ean be explained as courteous employees, employees who respond quickly to
customers requests and employees that display personal warmth in their behavior (i.e.,
personalized interaction). Though prompt cocktail service was removed from the results
o f PCA due to the low loading value, it can be explained through rapid service. Customer
service was the most important choice criteria in selecting a casino among frequent
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gamblers and senior customers in previous research (Pfaffenberg & Costello, 2001; Turco
& Riley, 1996). Considering the characteristics of the demographic profile, the results of
the study fully support these findings.
Promotions
The PCA divided the promotion related variables into two factors; Promotions
and Advertising. The variables regarding slot elub benefits, slot club’s point-based
promotions, complimentary awards, cash mail offers. Boarding Pass (i.e., The slot club
cards which are widely shared by this sample casino) and cash drawing promotions were
grouped as a subset o f the promotions factor. Promotions were the fifth important factor
affecting repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend recording the regression
coefficients o f 0.226 and 0.196 respectively. Billboard, radio, television and newspaper
advertisements were grouped as the advertising factor. This factor failed to produce a
positive and significant effect in both repatronage intentions and willingness to
recommend for local slot players. In other words, the results o f this study indicate that
advertising through billboard, radio, television and newspaper was not as effective,
specifically, among local slot players (i.e., repeat customers). This result can be
surprising news to Las Vegas local casino managers considering their spending and
efforts in advertising. However, no other supporting studies were found regarding the
effectiveness o f casino advertisements among local casino markets. Details about the
effectiveness of advertising among locals should be studied in the future. The study
showed that the gaming value and environment affects the most o f the behavior for the
local slot players. Casino managers may increase the effectiveness o f advertisements by
focusing on the gaming value and environment.
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Amenities
The PCA grouped amenities related variables into three subsets of factors;
restaurant, entertainment and facilities. Not all three factors produced a positive and
significant effect in both repatoronage intentions and willingness to recommend for local
slot players. Consequently, the results o f this study only partially support the hypotheses
regarding amenities.
Restaurant
The restaurant factor was found to affect local slot players’ decision to visit a
casino. It was the fourth most influential reason in repatronage intentions and willingness
to recommend. This finding supports the results o f Richard and Adrian (1996) and Roehl
(1996). However, it is inconsistent with the results o f Shoemaker and Zemke (2005)
where restaurant facilities failed to produce a significant effect in the intentions to
frequently patronize a easino. The sample casino has an upscale steak house, Italian
restaurant, seafood bar, buffet, and a food court with quick service, Mexican and Chinese
cuisine. According to the results, respondents believed that they could eat good food at
attractive prices at the sample casino.
Entertainment and facilities
The entertainment factor included musical performances, availability o f the movie
theater and good entertainment acts. The facilities faetor included the presence of a bingo
room, availability o f childcare facilities and a bowling alley.
From the results of the PCA, availability o f the movie theater was loaded under
the Entertainment factor instead o f Facilities faetor. The entertainment factor failed to
produce a positive and significant effect in repatronage intentions but did produce a
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positive and significant effect in willingness to recommend. In other words, the
entertainment factor may not be influential enough to the local slot players to have them
return. However, local slot players are willing to recommend it to others and spread
positive word o f mouth.
The facilities factor failed to produce a positive and significant effect in
repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend. Bingo rooms ean draw customers
as a game option. Though most o f the bingo rooms have disappeared in the Las Vegas
strip casinos, many local casinos still offer them. The results o f the study showed that the
presence of a bingo room was an important attraction of local slot players. The
availability of the childcare facilities may be an important convenience to certain age
groups o f slot players. Generally, younger slot players gave more importanee to the
availability o f the childcare facility. However, in the sample casino, the major groups
were in their 40’s and 50’s and that may explain why the availability of the child care
facility loaded lower in importanee than the bingo room.
Safety
Safety was explained by feeling safe and having a sufficient amount o f security
officers. Feeling safe did influence players’ deeision to visit the sample casino. The
safety factor rated as the third most important reason to repatronage a casino and second
most important reason to willingness to recommend of slot players in the Las Vegas local
market. This result also partially supports the findings o f Pfaffenberg and Costello (2001)
and Shoemaker and Zemke (2005).
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Proximity
Casino proximity has been a primary determinant, especially among repeat
visitors (Mckee, 1998; Richard & Adrian, 1996; Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005; Smith,
2004; Turco & Riley, 1996; Watkins & Ford, 1994). In the results o f the PCA, two scale
items regarding Proximity were as follows; 1) I visit X easino because it is near my house.
2) X easino is an easy drive from my house. These two scale items had the highest faetor
loading value as 0.916 and 0.886, respectively. Though the proximity factor was not
highly ranked in the results o f the regression, it still produced a positive and significant
effect in both repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend for local slot players.
Parking
The parking factor produced a positive and significant effect in both repatronage
intentions and willingness to recommend for local slot players. Shoemaker and Zemke
(2005) reported that convenient parking was crucial for locals to patronize a casino. Good
covered parking, enough parking spaces and convenient parking explains the Parking
faetor in this study and the results provide a support to previous findings.

Limitations o f the Study and Recommendations for Future Research
The findings o f this study cannot be generalized because the data were collected
from a single local property. Future research can address this issue by conducting the
survey in different casinos and comparing the findings. The respondents were also
confined to the slot players in Las Vegas. Locals in other jurisdictions may prefer
different factors when choosing casinos depending on the types o f games that are
available in that jurisdiction.
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In this research, the definition of slot machines or slots included video poker,
video keno, multi game slots and reel slot machines. However, results implicated that
many poker machine players play poker machines rather than multi-game slot machines.
This would explain differences in casino attributes and demographies according to the
types o f games that customers play. Future research can specify the easino attributes
according to the demographic characteristics and the types o f slot machines that different
segments play.
The important faetors also can be different according to the age, gender and
gaming behavior. Detailed analysis based on specified demographic and gaming behavior
profiles can convey more information for the industry.
Another limitation was the language issues for the diverse demographic in the
sample easino. The survey was developed only in English. A substantial part o f the
customers in the sample casino were Hispanic and Asian and some o f them did not
understand the English. Subsequently, parts o f the demographies could have been
removed from the sample. This situation could have led to sampling bias (i.e.,
nonresponse error). Future research can develop the questionnaire in several different
languages to eliminate this issue.
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March, 2006
Dear Local casino customers,
The following survey is part of a research study designed to examine the Casino
attributes affecting your repatronage intentions and willingness to recommend. Your
participation in this study is voluntary. Your answers should reflect your true
opinions about the statements included on the survey. There are no right or wrong
answers. This is not a test.
It should be emphasized that your individual answers are for research purposes only
and they will be kept strictly confidential by the researcher. Under no
circumstances will your individual responses be reported to anyone in the
organization. Your answers positive, neutral or negative will in no way affect you.
Remember that your responses will remain confidential at all times.
This survey will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. If you have any
concerns about the eonfidentiality of the processor questions in general, please discuss
your concerns with the surveyor. They should be able to answer any of your questions.
We would prefer to talk further with you about these concerns rather than miss the
opportunity for your cooperation. Your responses are important to us. Once you have
eompleted the survey, please return it to the surveyor.
Thank you in advanee for participating in this survey. We appreeiate your time and
cooperation. If you have any questions regarding this study, please contact SunYoung
Yi at 702-498-6189 or Dr. James Busser at 702-895-0942. If you have any questions
regarding the rights of research subjects, please contact the UNLV Office for the
Protection of Research Subjects at 702-895-2794.
Sincerely,
Sun Young Yi

James Busser, Ph. D.

Graduate Student

Professor

yis@unlv.nevada.edu

James.busser@unlv.edu
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